
Sar�'� Ma� Sar� Siwar Men�
Ryfossvegen 104, 2973 Ryfoss, Norway

+4740963351 - https://saras-mat-sara-siwar.business.site/

A complete menu of Sara's Mat Sara Siwar from Ryfoss covering all 4 courses and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Sara's Mat Sara Siwar:
We stopped here twice. Once for lunch (4 people). We took one big homemade pizza, that turned out to be very

big. Hummus with pita bread and salad was excellent. Lentil soup tasty although quite spicy and Kebab
sandwich. Portions were big. Coffee and tea tasty. There are very few restaurant points on the way to fiords and
this one we recommend. It is also close to gasoline station and a suprrmarket. View over the Riv... read more.

The diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations.
What User doesn't like about Sara's Mat Sara Siwar:

Probably had the worst hamburger I had in my life. Very low grade meat used, too much sauce, and a bun that
disintegrated. Overpriced too. Bypass it, go to a cafe up or down the valley. Food: 1 read more. At Sara's Mat

Sara Siwar in Ryfoss, delicious pizza is baked fresh using a traditional method, Naturally, you can't miss out on
the scrumptious burgers, which are accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges provided. Furthermore,

they proffer you flavorful seafood menus, For you, the dishes are normally prepared fast and fresh.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Soup�
LINSENSUPPE

Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Salad� an� Sid� Order�
PITA BREAD

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

BURGER

SALAD

SOUP

BREAD

PANINI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-19:00
Tuesday 11:00-19:00
Wednesday 11:00-19:00
Thursday 11:00-19:00
Friday 11:00-19:00
Saturday 11:00-19:00
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